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SUMMARY O F  THE INVENTION 
In accordance with a principle of this ~nvention, a non- 

contacting apparatus for detecting thi: static and/or dy-  
namic structural deformations of an arbitr at hiy ~hnped 

5 model is provided. A scrvo-loop coiitrolled non-conla~t- 
ing deformation measuring sensor is located a t  a prcde- 
ternlined distance flom the model. A sccond or referenced 
sensor is also located near the moclcl. The outuuis from 
the two sensors are compared in a cornpaiisor means 

10 And, the con~parison means generates an analog oiitpii~ 

ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE signal related to the comparison between the two si~nais  
Specifically, the analog output signal from the cornnarison 

An apparatus for detecting and measuring structural means is related to the structural deformailon che,ac- 
deformations, either static o r  dynamic, of arbitrarily teristjcs of the model, 
shaped models. The apparatus includes a subsystem using l5 In accordance with a further principle of the ~nventloii, 
feedback control to maintain a non-contacting deforma- the output from the comparison means 3s applied to an 
tion measuring sensor a predetermined distance from the electronic means wherein it is manipulated prior to an- 
model. A comparison subsystem compares the signal from pliwtion to an electronic display device. 
tile non-contacting deformation measuring sensor with a In accordance with another principle of ibis ~nven~ion, 
reference signal, and controls the polarity of the deflection 20 a novel means is provided for moving the ncn-conbscllng 
analog signal. The analog signal is applied through an deformation measuring sensor over the su;face of the 
electronic amplifying and manipulating subsystem to an arbrirarily &aped model. 
electronic display. In addition, apparatus is provided for It will be appreciated by those skiUcd in the art a r~d  
moving the non-contact deformation measuring Sensor 25 others, that the use of non-contactlng senc,or5 redricei 
over the surface of an arbitrarily shapcd model. error, because the sensors are not clricc?ly nzorrrited on 

The invention described herein was made by employees the model under investigation. Furth?r. rl?c con3pavlson 
of the United States Government and may be macufac- of signals from the con-contacting del^oin~7t~o'1 neasL~1ing 
t u r d  and used by or for the C3overnment for governmen- sensor and the reference sensor results in the peneration 
tal Purpo;es ~iithiout the payment of any royalties thereon 30 of a signal that is directly related to the deiori~~nlioii of 
or therefore. tho model. After suitable elect~onic- rnan~pziiation, this - signal can be recorded on a recordins n-eans or d~splaved 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION on a display means. In addition, the ~ncius~on O F  meails 
for moving the non-contacting deforma~ion nlea,lu Ing 5:n- 

htany structural research investigations require the 3j  SO' over the surface of the model under test results rn a 
meaSURment of static and dynamic displacement ampli- system that can be continuously read oiq c3nll-u- 
tudes. Numerous prior art systems have been developed ms1y surveying the surface of the l ~ ~ c ~ e l  
for making these measurements. Some prior art systems 
have mounted measuring devices such as accelerorncters BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAVlWGS 
and vibration sensors directly onto the model under test. 
The output from these sensors is recorded and used to 
detect static and dynamic displacements. However, the 
addition of accelerometers and other vibration sensors di- 
rectly onto the model cause erroneous indications. While 
these errors may be small for heavy structures, they are 
large for thin, light structures. Hence, these types of prior 
art systems are unsuitable for use with certain types of 
structures. 

The prior art has also used non-contacting sensors in 
systems that are large and cumbersome. In addition, the 
measurements are mad:: a t  discrete points after a period 
of time necessary for vibrations caused by moving the 
probe to subside. Moreover, the signals from these systems 
are fed into converters and switched by means of electro- 
mechanical systems to provide the proper polarity. Ee- 
cause the response time of elecl~omechanical systcms is 
long, they are undesirable for continuous readout which 
occurs when the sensor moves over the surface of the 
model under investigation in a continuous manner. 

Tierefore, it is an obiect of this invention to provide 
a new and improved system for detecting and measuring 60 

the structural deformation of a model. 
It is also an object of this invention to provide a new 

and improved apparatus for detecting and measuring the 
structural deformation, either static or dynamic, of an 65 
arbitrarily shaped model. 

It is also an object of this invention to provide a new 
and improved apparatus for detecting and measuling the 
structural deformation of a thin light, arbitrarily shaped 
model that is non-contacting and that can provide a con- 
tinuous readout while continuously moving over the sur- 70 

(ace of the model. 

The foregoing objects and many of the ;.(tendant ad- 
vantages of this invention will become more readily ap- 
preciated as the same becomes better u?derstood by rcfcr- 
ence to the following detailed descripiion a  he^ takel in 
conjunction with the accompanying clrawings wheicrn 

FIG. 1 is a partially perspect~ve and parllally block 
diagram of the serko-loop control system for the now 
contact:ne defo~mation measurinri sensor of h e  Inventlor? - - 

FIG. 2A-D are perspective diagrams ,Ilu?t~ating var.ouc 
systems for movinr! the non-contactincl deformation n l ~ n 5 -  - - 
uring sensor over the surface of a modcl: 

FIG. 3 is a partially perspective and parthvy I7io~L 
diagram illustrating the comparison means of tbc invcii- 
tion; and 

FIG. 4 is a bloclc diagram iilustvilting the eiectioiirc 
manipulating means of the invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of the closcd servo-?ool~ con- 
trol system of the invention that compiivcs a povv.ci supp'v 
11, a reference ganeiafor 13, a threc innu t  svrnniwg awp- 
iifier IS, a servo amplifier 17, and n servo motor 19. A 
gear box 21 is connected !o onc end of the sllaf of the 
servo motor 19 and a tachometer 23 is connected to t i le 
othcr end of thc shaft. The gear box 21 is ;~l(acl-icci to and 
moves a rod 25 towald or away from a model 2'7 111~1s- 
trated for ease of discussion as a flat upwardly cxtend~ng 
plate. One suitable method of creating movcnien:: of tile 
rod is for the teeth of the gears to interact with longl- 
tudinal teeth on the rod. Mounted on the end of the shaft 
25 is a non-coniacting sensor 29. Hence, as the shaft 
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~nov-s lohaid or away from the mode! 29, the sensor to the cnrvatilre of the surface of the nlodel 39. As with 
mov-s toward or away flom the n1od.1. the embodiment illustrated in FIGS. 2 8  and 2B, the non- 

The pm7e supply 11 is connected to the sensor 29 and co~tacting deformation meamring sensor is mounted in 
to ope in>al o l  the summing amplifier "a. In adition, the a tio?iey that moves along the track while the turntable 
power slnpp?\i 1s connected to an ol~tput terminal 31. In moves the track. In this manner, the entire surface of the 

5 orcmkon, t71e non-contacting sensor 29 modulates the =ode1 39 is surveyed. 
output Ercmi Ihe power supply El acd this modalatxl out- FIG. 2D provides an apparatus for \urveying the sui- 
out As appl~cii lo the output terminal 311 and the summing face of a flat model 41. A turntable 51 o l  the type illus- 
amplifier 15 trated in FIGS. 2B and 2C driven by a n~oior  55 through 

The oiirptrl frorr the tachometer 23 is connected to the lo a gear box 57 is provided. A flat track 63 is mounted 
second mpdt of the summing amplifier and the output s n  th.: top of the turntable 51 adjacent to thc model 41 
L ~ o m  thc refercncc generator 13 is conneclecl to the third so that the enilre surface of thc model is surveyed. 
i i~p~ir  of the snmrning amplifier. The oi~tput from the The ceater of rotation of the tulnlables il!ustrated in 
summing ampii5er i-, connected to the input of the servo FiGS. 28, 2C and 2D is on the axis of syr~imetry of the 
amplifiei 1'7, and the output of ihe servo amplifier is con- I g model. Circun~fe~ential modal patterns are measured by 
necsed to t i le setxw motor 13. Hence, the summing ampli- ~otatir?: the track around the nmd-P using the motor and 
Eer, the servo amplifier, the tachometer and the servo gear box. Menidional modal patterils are measured by 
motor 111 cooperntio~ with the reference generator and mobing the non-contacting deforniation sensor along the 
the ~ow;r  sdppiy conlprise a closed loop servo system. track. Preferably, the turntable has a large diamcter for 
Taat IS, as the tachometer output signal changes, the out- 20 stability and can be mounted in any desired orientation. 
put from tile summing amplifier and the servo ampl~fier In addition, it will be appreciated that various geomctrl- 
change Thts change changes the amount of energy applled cal t r x k  assemblies, other than those illustrated in FTCS. 
to the servo motor 89. The change in energy to the scavo 2B, 2C and 2@, can bc attached to the turntable. Hcnce, 
motor 19 snows the rod 25 and movement oi' the rod the system is extremely versatile. 
mows the scnsor toward or away from the model. Move- 25 FIG. 3 illustrates a signal processing system suitable 
nieni of the ser..ior changes its Output signal and, conse- for use with the inpertion and comprises the non-contact- 
qden t l~  Its signal 10 the summing amplifier. n i s  ing deformation measuring sensor 29, a reference sensor 
ogeratiorl co?tlnere$ until the closed loop system becomes 71, a first amplifier 73, a seconcl amplifier 7 5 ,  a thild 
stable; that I S .  this operation continues until a null is 85 and a gale 77. ~h~ output from the *on- 
achxeved. When the closed loop system becomes stable, 20 deformation sensor 29 is conl?ected to the 
the servo motor stops moving the sensor. input of the fir.-t amplifier 73. Similarly, the output froin 

In accordance with the foregoing descriplion, it will bc the reference sensor 71 is connected to the input of the 
appreciated tlnrt :IS the model 27 rapidly moves between second amplifier 75. n e  oc the first anti second 
~ t s  dotted posrtions (illustrated in FIG. I ) ,  the sensor amplifiers are connected to separate inputs of the gate 77 
29 .tvill keep a predetermined average distance from the 35 and the outputs of the gate 77 are connected to a. pair 
nlodel and rne2surc the deflection. of terminals 79 anc9 83. The termlnals 79 and 83 are con- 
FIGS 2A-D rll~:slrate various apparatus for moving ths nected to positive (+) and negative (-) inputs of the 

non-coriactnng deformation sensor 29 of FIG. 1 over the third amplifier 85. The output of the third amplifier 15  
surface oE varloLis arbitrarily shaped models. FIG. 2A is connected to an output terminal 87. In add~tion, ths 
~llustrztes a cyd~ndr~cal model 33, such as a tube, located 40 output from the sensor 29 is connected to an output ter- 
rnslde of a circular track 35. The non-contacting deforma- nlinal 8% to provide the feedback for the servo-loop sys- 
tion sensor, though not specifically illustrated, is mount- tem illustrated in FIG. 1. The modcl under exarninatlon is 
ed oil a trolley that rnoves along the track 35 and through illustrated as an irregzllar line on the left portion of 
any app~op~ia te  means is moved around the periphery of FIG. 3.  
the circular model. For example, the trolley may include 45 The reference sensor 71 is fixedly mounted adjacent to 
a servo motor and gear arrangement that moves the sensor the model. The reference sensor 71, like the non-contact- 
aborrt the model as the gears interact with teeth on the ing deformation measuring sensor 29, can be any type 
track. Hencc, the sensor moves around the model, along of several types of non-contacting sensors such as capaci- 
the track, as it mopes toward and away from the model tive sensors, inductive sensors or optical sensors. In gen- 
In the manner described with respect to the operation of 50 eral, the only limitation on the sensors is that the sensitiv- 
the sensor ailustraled in FIG. 1. ity of the sensors and their physical characteristics must 

The track 35 of FIG. 2A is movably attached to an I- not compromise tests by bringing error into the analog 
beam a piale. The &beam is fixedly attached to any signal. Such error might occur if the model is light weight 
saltable support structure by means not shown. Means are and the Sensor is directly attached to it- 
piovided for movmg the traok along the I-beam in the 5.5 The output of the reference sensor is amplified by the 
ira Isverse dxrect~on of the longitudinal axis of the cylindri- second amplifier 75 and used to drive or conti01 the gate 
c,tl model 331s latter means may include a servo-motor 74. Hence, the gating device is driven at the vibrating fre- 
gear arraaqcment mounted on the plate that interacts with quency and is in phase with the vibration at the input 
teeth on the 1-beam, for example. of the reference sensor. 

FIG. 2B rllustrates a means for moving the non-con- GO The signal from the non-contacting deformation sensor 
tact~ng deiormatlon sensor about a conical model 37. A 29 is amplified by the first amplifier 73 and fed through 
turntable 51 is ztiached to a track 53 projecting from the the gate 77 to either of the pair of terminals 79 or 83. 
sueface of the turntable at  an acute angle (related to the Signals applied to the third amplifier 85 from terminal 
angle of the conlcai model). The turntable is moved by 49 are positive and pa\sed to the output terminal 87 em- 
a motor 55 through a gear box 57. As the turntable is 65 changed in polarity while signals applied from terminal 
raoved, ~t moves the track 53 about the surface of the 83 are negatibe and reversed in polarity. The output 
conical model 37. In addition, a trolley moves along the from the amplifier 85 is a series of continuous half waves 
length of the track by the servo motor-gear arrangement are positive if the vibrations at the reference trans- 
described mlih respect to FIG. 214, for example. ducer and at the moving transducer are in phase and 
PIC. 2C ill~istraies a system for moving the non-con- 70 negative if the vibrations are out of phase. Thus, a low 

tacting deformatton sensor about the surface of a corn- ripple analog signal is obtained at the output. terminal 87. 
plex curvature model 39. A mounting arrangement 59 is The magnit~~de of the signal Is proportional to thc sensed 
2~gaalar;y attached to the top of a turnable 51 of the type motion of the model and its polarity is determined by the 
ill~,straled in FIG 2B. The mounting arrangement 59 in- phase relationship between the vibration at the reference 
dudes a clrrved track 61 with a curvature generally similar 76 probe and the moving probe. 
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dt has been found that the system illustrated in FIG. 3 .C operational amplifier is connected io lhc third t2rfiii11ill 
has a very high response that docs not degrade the signal. 119 of the first six contact swltch 111 
In addition, it has been found that this system can The ouput of the W operational an~plrfier rs connected 
evaluate the phase lags in the vibration of the model to the common terminal of the SPQT swnich I 0 3  One 
relative to the reference by evaluating the ripple magni- terminal of the SPQT switch 109 is connected to a second 
tude of the output of the amplifier 85. ~nput  of the e operational amplifier The secor~i term:-n‘ii 

The output from the amplifier 85 of FIG. 3 is wn-  of the SPQT switch 109 IS connected to one lnprit 81 
nected to the signal processing netwotk iliusirated in the g operational amplifier, and the thhd cicri~i~dl of the 
FIG. 4. This signal processing network comprises a plu- SPQT switch is connected to one lrprrt cf the 8 ope! n- 
rality of operational amplifiers under the control of tional amplifier. The fourth ternlira1 of the SrQT \watch 
various portions of the n~oving dements of the heretofor 109 is connected to thc first lerm~nal 121 of the second 
described system, such as the movement of the trolley six contact switch 113. Further, tei mrnai F7, whrch 1.; 

and the rotation of the servo motor which maintains the connected to the output of the signal pioc~ssrng nctworh 
non-contacting deformation measuring sensor at  a fixed of FIG. 3, is connected to the second lrput of the 8 cp- 
distance from the model. Each amplifier is identified by 15 erational amplifier. 
a symbol which represents a function that either controls The output of the 6 operational amplifier 1s connected 
the gain of the amplifier or denotes the signal passed by to the common terminal of the second SPIT swltch 80': 
the amphfier. These symbols and their meanings are as One terminal of the second SPTT switch 107 1s connected 
follows: to  a third input of the 8 operaiionai arnplrficr. The sec- 

6 is the analog signal from the signal processing sec- 20 ond terminal of the second SPIT  switch rs corrected to a 
tion illustrated in FIG. 3. This amplifier has multiple second input of the g operational arnplnfier. And. the third 
gain settings. terminal of the second SPTT swltch coa~~ccteii so a 

S is a DC voltage that is proportional to the distance second terminal 123 of the second six conl3ct ~ w ~ l c i :  If3 
of travel of the trolley along the track. Pyeferably, a One output of the 8 operational arnpl~fier is connected 
linear potentiometer fastened to the trolley acts as a 25 to the common terminal of the secortd SPDT switch 95 
variable gain control. One terminal of the second SPDT switch ES connected to 

\pi is a DC voltage that is proportional to the rotation the fourtlz terminal 125 of the first SIX contact switcJ? 
of the servo motor which drives the moving transducer B I B .  The second terminal of the second SP3T switcF~ 
to mantain a fixed distance between the transducer and 95 is connected to o re  input of siiinming ampl~fier A 
ihe model. Preferably, a linear potentiometer acts as a 30 The output of summinz amplifier A 1s conriccied to the 
variable gain control for this amplifier. fifth terminal 127 of the first six cortzct sw, ch 411 
P. arld Z are two resistances that act as voltage dividers The second output of the 8 oper~ftonal ?,.lnirFcr 1s 

used to proportion the S voltage into instantaneous com- co~nected to the common terminal of t+c thii d S?DT 
ponents of the radius (R) and the altitude (2 )  of the switch 97. One pole of the third SP9DT swrt-h l 5  c o ~  
track from the turntable. Preferably, these resistance 33 nected to the third terminal A29 of rh~?  sccond SIX ion- 
voltage dividers are fixed for the cyiindrical, conical and tact switch 143. The second pole of the mrd  SPDT 
fiat models and variable for the complex curvature model. switch is connected to one input of surrrnlng ~ ~ D E I F I c I  B 
In rddit~on, preferably, the gain of each of these amplifiers One output of the d operational an?pllfei is connected 
1s unity. to the common terminal of the fourth SPDT switch 99 
C IS a linear potentiometer driven by the rotation of 40 One terminal of the fourth SPDT switch 93 1s connecixl 

the fumtable to convert the instaneous value of the radius to the second input of summing ampliiiel A The second 
voltage to any equivalent circumferential voltage. terminal of the fourth SBDT switch 99 is con~~ecfed to 

rp is a sine-cosine resolver referenced to gravity that the sixth terminal 151 of the first s,x col7tact svv;tch 11% 
is mounted on the trolley so that the signals 8 and W The second output of the rp operat~ocal ,implificr r i  
can be resolved continuously into their vertical and hori- 15 connected to the common terminal of the 6 f ~ h  SPDT 
znqtal componeilts regardless of the orientation of the switch BOB. One terminal of the fiffh STDT switch 1s 
trolley. connected to the fourth terminal 1 3  of the sccond c ~ x  

B i s  a sine-cosine! resolver dliven by the turntable rota- contact switch 213. The second termin?! of the fifth SPDT 
tron wh~ch is used to resolve signals (6, W, R)  for polar switch 1102 is connected to a second illput of summrrlg 
plort~ng in an X-Y plane. 50 amplifier B. 

A aod B are summing devices with unity gain. The output of the Z operational anplificr m e  conncctca 
In addition to the operational amplifiers, the system to the common terminal of the sixth SPDT 103 One let- 

rlluqtrated in FIG. 4 includes a power supply 91, six minal of the sixth SPDT switch 105 1s connected to the 
single-pole, double-throw switches (SPDT) 93, 99, 97, third input of the summing amplifier B The second ier- 
99, 101 and 103, two single-pole, triple-throw switches 55 minal of the sixth SPDT switch 103 as conneclcd to ihc 
(SPTT) 105 and 107, a single-pole, quad-throw switch fifth terminal 135 of the second sixth coqiact ~wrtch 113 
(SPQT) 109, and two single-pole six contact switches Finally, the output of summing ampbfner B rs ~onncclcd 
111 and 113. to the sixth terminal 137 of the second snx contact sw tch 

The outpct of the power supply is connected to the 113. 
inputs of the S and W operational amplifiers. The output 60 The common terminal of the f i r ~ t  vx comact sw,ich 
from the S amplifier is connected to the common ter- 111 is connected to an output terminal 139. Srrnrlar~ly, 
minal of the first SPDT switch 93. One terminal of the a common terminal of the second six conlac: .;w~tch 113 
first SPDT switch is connected to a first terminal 115 is connected to a second output telminai In 1 These Fir st 
of the first six contact switch 111. The second terminal and second Output terminals are ~011necic;d to aqy 1,-Y 
of the first single-poie, douhle-throw switch 93 is con- 65 plotting device such as an osclI~osco~s or CAP X-Y piottei, 
nected to the inputs of the R and Z operational amplifiers. for 

The output of the operational amprlfier is connected In operation, the analog signal from thc signal proceis- 
ing system of FIG. 3 is manipulated by the sngnal process- the Of the first SP?T switch "'. ing network of FIG. 4. That is, by su tably adjustrng tile 

terminal of the first S P m  switch 105 is connected to 70 various switches illustrated in FIG 4, vai,ous orlrpJls 
second 'I7 of the first six 'Ontact switch can be displayed or plotted. More spccificaily, the 

The second terminal of the first SPTT switch 105 is con- signal from the signal processing system of FTG con- 
nected the the C o ~ c ~ a ~ i o n a i  anl~lifier and the tains data related to the static and dynnml- characterrq?icy 
third pole of the first SPTT switch is connected to one of the model. And, by suitably adjust ?g the switches of 
input of the B operational an~plifier. The output from the 75 FIG. 4, this data can be displayed on either an asc,lloscope 
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i~rf ap 2:-t' 31101 el PA adilltlcil, the swltches can be ad- 
8 

a noncontacting refelence scnsor located near the sur- 
g , L ~ ?  ,o 1̂1'1' data elated to rhe location of the t~olley, face of said model at a reference location for pro- 
""< 'ocat~on ~i iumtlble, or o t h e ~  desired data can ducing electrical signals indicative of the vibrations 
IJ: dispiaybc.'r Ilhcse displays are determined by the set- of said model at said reference location; 
75 of tile various switches and Lee controlled by the servo loop means connected to said noncontacting 
kiju-~nc-it o t: c opcrat~onal arnphfiers. Hence, the sig- measuring sensor for maintaining said noncontact- 

?ai pioc,is F: ri~ivorl;  ~llustrated :n FIG. 4 processes ing measuring sensor a predetermined average dls- 
tbc i i 2 ~ ~ 1  fwm Ihi: combining system of FIG. 3 as well tance from said model; and 
'i, ~ L O C ? S S ~ \  ~~gilaI~ relating to the location and condi- means connectcd to the outputs of said noncontacting 
 on of JIL l:avc!~:'g sensor. 10 measuring sensor and said noncontacting reference 

, \ ~ r l L x  -wrcclatcd that the siznal processing net- sensor for reproducing the positive and negative half 
I! iis 3 f i c i  in FIG. 4 is rather uncomplicated. By cyclcs of said electrical signals indicative of the 

rncieirr niljus 12 .i plui;i!~ty of simple switches, various vibrations of said model a t  said measuring locatio~l 
L7< iicd i 1 o ?--tic- ,lb31'1 the vibrational characteristics as a series of positive continuous half waves if the 

f' t, i r i ~ ? , :  G ~ I I  1': i l i~pl~~yed.  Alternatively, the switches 15 outputs of the two noncontacting sensors are in 
:a1 b d  P,L ustcd so h a t ,  data representing the condition phase and as a series of negative continuous half 

i n  a , i ~ , ~ t  03 o i  the rnieiing sensor can be displayed. It waves if the outputs of the two noncontacting sensors 
li,\ko 3- a ?p,ecratcd that while the switches illustiated are out of phase whereby the amp!itude of the out- 

I I E'G 1 3 e ma tuLtlly controlled, these switches can put of the last means is indicative of the amplitude 
~iko be CLLL oiimat~c~illy controlled. That is, data can be 20 of the vibrations of said model at said measuring 

d r g 1  ry=\' 11 s vequential manner by sequentially, auto- location and the polarity of the output of the last 
n? ticlli: aiijststin,n Ae setting of the switches. Hence, means is indicative of the phase of the vibrations 
t ~ c  s! uen: c, .) -c ~llriizcd in areas where human attend- of the modcl at said measurmg location relative to 

ncc s 7 2 i  pcs,fiblz the vibrations of said model at said reference loca- 
Ii n r l i  3: 2-lccia.ed by those skilled in the art and 25 tion. 

, iilrrs that the ~rlve ~tlion as hereinabove described is bery 2. Apparatus according to claim 1 wherein said means 
7 ~ .  b k  1r I*.: dcstgri For e~arnple, one trolley to support for reproducing the positive and negative ha% cycles of 
a noi~-ci?~:lncti~; c:iormation measuring sensor can be said electrical signals comprises: 
i~a.i lor 7 arioiis gcometricaIly configured tracks-the an amplifier with a positive input and a negative input; 
r-acX geometry '7cing d~ctated by the model geometry. 30 and 
It- i t  ri rnmv environments, a single turiltable can a gate for connecting the output from said measuring 
:it. ~ r s x  7rl+h a p,,uiali-iy 01 irac!is. Moreover, this system sensor to said positive input of said amplifier while 
ay  :-nLpbc/ cg ~o1~t.I state electronics can utilize small the output from said reference sensor is postive and 
c 0 mci~ops Pleace, the large, bulky servo motors of for connecting the outp~lt from said measuring sensor 

or! s, $lcm, ale eliminated. Further, many different 35 to said negative i:~put of said ampl~fier while the 
a lt,a display rormats are available to the test engineer output from said reference sensor is negative. 
iit,i,,: ng tnc n v c ~ t ~ c n  Finally, the accuracy of the over- 3. Apparatus according to claim 1 including means 
.,:I iqstern s zood, 11 13 only limited by the transducer or for moving said noncontacting measuring sensor over the 
,-nior scr:rdiqltres and the signal-to-noise ratio of the surface of said model to continuously change said meas- 
system. 40 uring location. 

Wihrle a ,peclFLc embodrment of the invention has been 4. Apparatus according to claim 3 including means 
i?e~c~n,i?-ovz ,Icswlxd, it will be appreciated that the receiving inputs from mid mcans connected to the out- 
IIVI:P(IO;I c ~ i i  be v:ried within the scope of this general puts of said noncontacting measu~ing and reference 

I C  i ~ ' ~ i s - , r r  Specifically, various other types of geometrical sensors; from said servo loop means and from said meails 
~ o n F g n r a ~ i ~ r s  can be surface survejred by this system. 43 for moving said noncontacting measuring sensor over the 
That IS the mvcntion IS not limited to the geometrical surface of said model for processing and manipulating 
corfi;wi-?r,a:~s 1,iusLrated in FIGS. 2A-D. Further, signal these inputs for suitable displays on an oscilloscope. 
31 OCC~QIP:  ile:~vor"i ooier than that illustrated in FIG. 4 5. Apparatus according to claim 4 wherein said means 
v, ibi ho obvious to ahose skilled in the art. Hence, the for processing and manipulating includes cosine resolvers, 
n cnti3*, r-uv be pl wtlced otherwise than as specifically 50 summing devices, potentiometers and switches. 
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